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Hast never come to thee an hour,
A sudden gleam...
(A phantom,)
precipitating,
bursting all these bubbles,
fashions, wealth,
these eager business aims-
(a phantom-
feeding on the strife,
the ceaseless ambition-
dances.)
books, politics, art, amours -
Hast never come to thee an hour,
(At work, at play, at home, on the street,
on a stage - )
A sudden gleam...
(a phantom - dancing, gliding, rising,
and softly whispering)
precipitating,
("Why?")
bursting all these bubbles,
(while playing the play,
speaking the lines,
beating the drum,
incessant, structured, disciplined, mechanical -
racked by the strife, the ceaseless ambition,
has never come to thee
a secret moment when you embrace,
and dance with the phantom)
to utter nothingness?
(in silence.)

Walt Whitman
Words in (italics) are the composer's annotations
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